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OPEN ACCESSIntroduction
Lung cancer effect 1.8 million people worldwide each 

year and cause around 1.6 million people dead [1]. In The 
United State of America lung cancer effect 230.000 people 
and cause death of more than 140.000 people each year [2]. 
The symptoms and evidence of lung cancer might be caused 
by the local and distance metastases or seconder to the 
paraneoplastic syndrome. The most common symptoms are 
cough, dyspnea, chest pain, and weight loss [3]. Cough is the 
main reason for pysician visit around 50% - 75% of cases 
and mostly found in central airway squamous cell carcinoma 
and small cell lung cancer. Otherwise hemoptysis is present 
in 20% - 50% of patients in their irst hospital visit [4,5]. 
Bone metastasis due to malignancies usually occur to the red 
marrow rich bones and rarely metastasis to the acral bones 
[6]. Almost half of the acral metastases that have reported in 
the literature are from lung cancer. Following lung cancers the 
most common acral metastasis are coming from kidney and 
breast cancers. Acral metastases are seen in the age range of 
18-91 years, with a mean age of 58 years. Overall the most 
common location of metastases is the right hand and third 
inger [7-10].

Case Report 
Sixty three years old male patient applied hospital because 

of swollen wound on his second inger of the left hand, which 

Abstract

Lung cancer is a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. Metastasis can be seen 
in many organs in advanced-stage disease. Acral metastasis rate in cancer is quite low. However, 
because of the direct opening of the arterial circulation, the risk of acral metastasis stem from 
lung cancer is higher than any other cancers. Although the mechanism is not known exactly, acral 
metastases occur in dominant extremities. Here, we present a case with lung adenocarcinoma 
metastasis of the left hand in the second phalanx. We presented this case which is rarely seen in 
the literature to emphasize acral metastases.

has started around 4 months ago caused by workplace injury. 
After the result of biopsy from tissue on his inger showed 
malignancy, the patient referred to Diyarbakır Dicle University 
Medical Oncology Department. Physical examination showed 
rales on his lung sounds, an infectious ulceration which 4X4 
cm on distal of the second inger of left hand (Figure 1). After 
a diagnostic test, 5 cm mass on his right lung middle zone was 
found and positron emission tomography (PET-CT) showed 
primary mass and bone metastasis (Figure 2). The biopsy of his 
lung mass was reported as a hepatoid adenocarcinoma (Figure 
3). The patient was accepted as stage IV lung adenocarcinoma. 

Figure 1: An ulcerated mass is seen in the distal part of the second fi nger of left hand.
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EGFR, ALK, ROS1 mutations in biopsy material were negative 
which were looked for targeted therapies. Gemcitabine 1000 
mg/m² (day 1 and 8) and cisplatin 75 mg/m² (day 1) were 
started every 21 days. Amputation had done on his second 
inger of the left hand with metastatic mass. For the metastasis 

of pelvic bone radiotherapy and zolendronik acid 4mg/month 
started. Patient had partial response after 3 treatments cycles. 
The patient treatment is still continued and being followed up 
in our clinic.

Discussion
Lung cancers may present with metastases in various 

locations of the body. The main metastasis areas of lung cancers 
are liver, adrenal glands, brain and skeletal system. Liver 
metastases should come in mind when liver enzymes level 
elevated or can be detected in torax computed tomography 
(CT) screening insidentally [11]. PET-CT can detect adrenal 
metastasis as well as other sites [12]. Tumor size and lymph 
node involvement can predict brain metastases [13], while 
hypercalcemia and alkaline phosphatase may suggest bone 
metastases [14]. Hypercalcaemia may also be a sign of a 
paraneoplastic syndrome [15].

As in this case, hand acrometastasis is very rare in cancer 
patients and accounts for approximately 0.1% of all bone 
metastases [16]. Hand metastasis was irst described in 1906 
in a case of breast cancer presenting with multiple metastases 
to metacarpal bones [17]. However 47% of acral metastases 
occurring in the hand are caused by lung cancer [18]. Hand 
metastases of lung cancer are mainly in male patients with 
smoking history. Therefore, it suggests that acral metastases 
may be related to smoking. Interestingly, acral metastases are 
two times more common in dominant hand, this may be due 
to more blood supply and susceptible to trauma of dominant 
hand [19]. Thus, it is logic that the trauma predisposes tissue 
more vulnerable so tumor cells can settle and grow in the 
skeletal system easily[20].

In human body, there are some barriers act to prevent 
direct access of tumor cells to the arterial system, such as 
the liver and lung but lung cancer does not have this natural 
barrier [21]. Fifty per cent of acral metastases are originated 
from lung via hematogenous and arterial system support this 
idea [18]. Pattern of acral metastasis of cancers are different 
too, bronchial carcinomas usually produce a single and lytic 
lesion whereas breast carcinoma tend to be multiple sclerotic 
lesions [22].

On the other hand, there are some clues that give an 
idea about the mechanism of acral metastasis. For example; 
leukocytosis and thrombocytosis may also occur in the course 
of lung cancer [23,24] and thrombocytosis is associated 
with short survival [25]. Another paraneoplastic process, 
hypertrophic osteoarthropathy (HPO); can result from the 
condition of lung cancer, cystic ibrosis and lung infections 
HPO mechanism is not fully understood. At same time, in 
connection with the situations it has been suggested that 
some growth factors, such as platelet-derived growth factors, 
may bypass the lung via megakaryocytes and release of 
growth factors in the distal extremities may be clinically 
related [26,27]. Neovascularization is also thought to play a 
role in tumor-induced vascular endothelial growth factors 
that induce edema and bone growth [28,29]. We estimate that 
these processes in lung cancer contribute to acral metastasis 
from platelet-derived growth factor and other growth factors.

Patients with acrometastasis have a worse prognosis, in 
one case report patient with acral metastasis has 6-months 
survival [30]. Although worse prognosis lead doctors to 
palliative treatment, the localization of the primary disease 
and extention of the disease should be major factor of 
treatment decisions. Amputation, curettage, wide excision, 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy are modalities can be used 
alone or in combination in treatment [31,32]. In our case; we 
administered chemotherapy for control of systemic disease, 
radiotherapy and bisphosphonate for bone metastases in 
addition to performed inger amputation. Currently, our case 
is still being treated as a stable disease.

As conclusion; although acral metastasis is rarely seen in 

Figure 2: Tumor structure showing FDG uptake is seen in the right lung hiler region 
and second fi nger of left hand.

Figure 3: Tumoral structure consisting of cells with wide eosinophilic cytoplasm, 
vesicular nuclei and prominent nucleoli (H&E400x).
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oncology practice, most of these cases originated from lung 
cancer. Especially in patients presenting with non-healing 
wound and mass should alert orthopedics, plastic surgery and 
family physicians about an occult lung cancer.
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